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Divided We Fall
Obama’s Plan tO Ruin ameRica

Is Obama Intentionally Killing America As We Know It?
Charming American voters with the mantra of Change! The Democratic Party candidate from 
Illinois quickly won over the hearts and minds of the trusting American voting public in 2008.

President Barack Obama has been very true to the words of candidate Barack Obama.  

He has changed America.

He has done more to turn America away from its free market, liberty loving and freedom pursuing 
roots than all previous Leftist ideologues in American history combined.

From class warfare to state controlled insurance and capital markets, and much, much more...

President Obama is at best, unwittingly destroying the American Dream as we once knew it. 

All the while he is growing a tyrannical bureaucracy which demands the collapse of American 
values and the unquestioning obedience of the American public.

1.  The Oil Squeeze-Obama’s Plan to Bleed America Dry 
Through Oil Dependency

a. The Gulf of Mexico Drilling Moratorium

Following the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in the Spring of 2010, President Barack Obama 
imposed a moratorium on drilling in the region.   Obama promptly banned shallow-water and deep 
water operations for American companies operating in the Gulf of Mexico.  

In reality, the administration simply brought oil and gas permit release issuance to a slow grinding 
halt, thereby adversely affecting American business operating in the region and endangering 
national energy security.

By the Fall of 2010, the Obama administration lifted its moratorium on gas drilling in the deep 
waters of the Gulf of Mexico, but the damage had already been done.  

The most notable victim of Obama’s policy was Seahawk Drilling.  The Houston, Texas-based 
company was the second-largest shallow-water driller operating in the Gulf of Mexico at the time of 
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the BP spill.

In February of 2011, Seahawk filed for bankruptcy and by October of 2011, Seahawk assets, valued 
at $105 million were acquired by Hercules Drilling for about $25 million dollars.

The seemingly isolated event is a direct signal and implicit message to the American drilling 
industry from President Obama:

Stay out of the Gulf of Mexico, your business is not welcome here.

In spite of the fact that companies from 20 different countries, including Russia, China and Cuba, 
drill freely in the Gulf of Mexico, President Obama has taken it upon himself to prevent American 
companies from doing business in the oil and gas rich region.  

Gas and permit releases have become nearly impossible to acquire for American companies.  
Meanwhile, Royal Dutch Shell, BP and multiple other foreign companies have been welcomed back 
with open arms.  

Yes, that BP.  The British company operating in America’s sphere of influence with impunity and 
audacity.

That BP.  The one whose shoddy business operations and corner cutting caused the original spill.

That BP.   Back doing business in the Gulf of Mexico, with Obama’s blessings.

While American companies like Seahawk Drilling go belly up.

The most alarming fact is that President Obama’s moratorium follows his despotic pattern of 
excluding Congress from crucial discussions.  In fact, in May of 2011 Democratic Senator David 
Vitter of Louisiana, introduced the Agency Overreach Moratorium Act to in order to protect 
American drillers from their own President.  The act would require congressional approval for 
federal regulations that restrict energy exploration on federal lands and offshore.

Inexplicably, in the midst of an economic crisis, the United States government is debating whether 
or not to include the Legislative Branch in the policy decision making process.  This is just yet 
another instance of the Obama administration going out of its way to circumvent our system of 
government.

And at the same time, it seems that Obama is intent on crippling the American oil and gas industry; 
an industry which aims to bring America energy independence within a decade’s time, and which 
can heal America’s unemployment disease, budget deficit sickness and economic disparity ills.  In 
other words, all of the problems Obama claimed he wanted to fix.

So, why then, is President Obama so intent on preventing this industry from prospering? 
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Why is President Obama decisively standing in the way of an economic recovery, job growth, and 
prosperity?

b. ANWR Oil Fields: Off Limits To Americans

Alaska was purchased from the Russian Empire by the United States on March 30, 1867.  Alaska’s 
geographic location is crucial to American national security.  Alaska’s resources are crucial to 
America’s energy security.  Alaska is home to ANWR (Arctic National Wildlife Refuge) an energy-
rich region spanning 19,000,000 acres off the north Alaskan coast.

For over 30 years, the Democrats have impeded the exploration of ANWR, greatly destabilizing 
American energy security and policy along the way.  President Obama has continued this anti-
American policy, begun by one of his ideological predecessors, Jimmy Carter in the late 1970’s.

President Obama has and will continue to do everything in his power to prevent Americans 
from drilling for oil and gas on this energy rich soil.  Energy rich soil which has repeatedly been 
approved for exploration only to be shot down by vehement Democratic Party opposition over the 
past decade.

According to the U.S. Geological Survey of 1998, as much as 16 billion barrels of recoverable crude 
and natural gas liquids exists in the coastal plains of ANWR.  Recent advancements in Directional 
Drilling techniques can greatly expand on that potential. 

The history of ANWR is a lesson in bad timing, bad politics and worse execution.  It is a stark 
reminder of President Obama’s penchant for putting his ego and ideology above the needs, wants 
and demands of the American public.

The Trans-Alaska Pipeline System was completed in 1977.  America was reacting pro-actively to 
extortion by the OPEC cartel by preparing to declare its energy independence; but President Jimmy 
Carter had other plans. Carter signed the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act in 1980, 
opening the door to ANWR exploration while duplicitously attempting to insure Democrats would 
always be able to stop the process.

This act allowed drilling in ANWR, but not without prior approval from Congress.  Being that 
Congress had for many years been the de facto property of the Left, Carter’s intent was clearly 
obstructionist in nature.  

Ironically, thirty years later it is President Obama who is excluding Congress from energy decision 
making, when the latter is clearly communicating the will of the American public for energy 
exploration.  It took nearly ten years, but the U.S. government finally managed to maneuver around 
Carter’s incompetence and obstructionist legacy.  

By March of 1989, a bill permitting drilling in ANWR was making its way through Congress, en 
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route to a vote.  

Then the Exxon Valdez oil spill happened.

The tragedy has been exploited for two decades by the Left, keeping American energy security in 
limbo.

A CNN opinion poll conducted on August 31, 2008 reported that 59% of Americans favored drilling 
for oil in ANWR, while 39% were opposed.   

A huge majority of Alaskans support drilling in ANWR, including every governor, senator, 
representative, and state legislature for the past 25 years.   In the state of Alaska, residents receive 
annual dividends from a permanent fund funded partially by oil-lease revenues. In 2000, the 
dividend came to $1,964 per resident.  There have been no official studies performed, but we can 
rationally assume that exploration of ANWR would greatly increase the aforementioned figure.

But there is another reason to kill the oil production in ANWR.  You see, Alaska is a Conservative 
state.  ANWR exploration would greatly increase Alaskan wealth and political influence in 
Washington.  Do not be fooled into thinking that this is not an important factor in Obama’s attitude 
towards ANWR exploration.  

c.  The Great North Dakota Oil Discovery—No drilling there!

In order to truly understand the maniacal anti-American energy policies and attitudes of President 
Obama, it is important to know Harold Hamm and his life story.

The root of Obama’s energy intransigence lie is not ill-advised good intentions, nor is it 
conservationism, but deep-seated anti-Americanism.  

Harold Hamm is the Oklahoma-based founder and CEO of Continental Resources, America’s 14th-
largest oil company.  He was born as the last of thirteen children to sharecropper parents, who never 
owned their own land.  In spite of growing up in abject poverty, Mr. Hamm added his own twist on 
the “rags to riches” story.

Since he could not afford college, Mr. Hamm went to work in the oil fields of Oklahoma.  He 
was determined to succeed, and nothing would stand in his way.  Becoming a wildcat driller with 
legendary success, Mr. Hamm has spent 45 years in the oil business.  Along the way he has climbed 
to 33rd on the annual Forbes wealth list for Americans.

Harold Hamm knows the energy business better than anyone.  Recently, Hamm visited Washington 
D.C. to speak to President Obama about the fields of Bakken and their enormous potential.  Obama 
was typically aloof and dismissive.  

Here are the facts which Obama heard from Hamm.  These facts are familiar to all with any 
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knowledge of energy markets and oil/gas exploration.

Since 2005, America has experienced a full-fledged revolution in oil and natural gas, America’s 
fastest growing manufacturing sector.  There is a one word explanation for this: Bakken. 

Harold Hamm discovered the Bakken fields of Montana and North Dakota and South Dakota.  
Extractions from Bakken have already moved the U.S. into third place among the world’s oil 
producing nations.

Hamm estimates that a fully developed Bakken holds more than 24 billion barrels of oil reserves.  
This figure would instantaneously double America’s proven oil reserves.

Bakken is twice as big as the proven oil reserves of Prudhoe Bay, Alaska.

According to the Department of Energy, North Dakota will soon surpass California in oil 
production.

Continental Resources has seen its  “proved reserves” of oil explode to 421 million barrels in the 
summer of 2011, up from 118 million barrels in 2006.  And Continental expects production to triple 
over the next five years.  Furthermore, there are 10 million royalty land owners in America today 
who receive payments for drilling done on their land, so there are no excuses to be made about 
greedy fat cats and capitalist tyrants.  The wealth from the oil field would be widely shared.

Think about it; when OPEC was at its peak in the 1990’s, the U.S. imported two-thirds of its oil.  
Today, that number has fallen to 40%.  Increased drilling can lead to the number falling into single 
digits or disappearing all together within the next decade, and we have the technology to do it.

Harold Hamm pioneered “horizontal drilling”, the technique which allows rigs to reach two miles 
into the ground and then spread horizontally by thousands of feet. The technique has done for the oil 
industry what hydraulic fracturing has done for natural gas drilling. 

These entrepreneurial innovations have unlocked decade’s worth of new sources of domestic fossil 
fuels which previously could not be extracted at affordable cost.  It is not an overstatement to say 
that Harold Hamm has done for the energy industry what Steve Jobs did for personal computing; 
yet, the average American has no clue who this man is.  

It should come as no surprise that he is not welcomed by Obama.  Hamm’s hard work and ingenuity 
threatens Obama and his can’t do ideology.  Obama in fact, intends to raise $ 40 billion worth of 
taxes from oil and gas-by excluding those industries from credits which are intended for domestic 
manufacturers.  This punitive tax would be a huge hindrance to exploration and drilling, a tax on 
success and ingenuity, and tax on the entrepreneurial spirit of America.  

The tax would also cripple a thriving industry which consistently creates jobs and will create more 
in the future and is a copy of Jimmy Carter’s windfall profits tax, which took America’s rig count on 
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active wells went from 4,500 to 55 in a matter of months.

But that’s not all.  A few months back, the Obama Justice Department brought charges against 
Continental and six more companies in North Dakota for causing the deaths of 28 migratory 
birds, in violation of the Migratory Bird Act.  Continental’s crime was killing one bird the size of 
a sparrow in its oil pits.  But Obama’s beloved wind industry kills hundreds of thousands of birds 
each year, yet proceeds unobstructed by Obama’s Justice Department.  This hypocrisy has outraged 
North Dakota residents.    

Hamm predicts that if the U.S. government encourages drilling and issues more permits, it could 
accumulate over $18 trillion in royalties over time…A number greater than the entire national debt.

There is good reason why energy industry experts call North Dakota The New Saudi Arabia. The 
Bakken fields could presumably enrich every single U.S. citizen.

It makes perfect sense that President Obama doesn’t want to hear about such revolutionary 
discoveries: It allows him to keep lying to Americans about battery fueled cars, solar paneled homes 
and windmills powering America back into the 19th century, where his decrepit Marxist views can 
live on.  Like a drowning man, taking panicky gulps of breath, flailing his arms in frenzy, Obama 
will happily drown anyone trying to rescue America if it means keeping himself above water.

 

d.  The Result?

It would be profoundly foolish to underestimate President Obama’s survival abilities.  He is a 
masterful manipulator and a demagogue capable of rivaling any that the 20th century had to offer.  
He has ascended to the role of President of the United States with almost no practical political 
experience.

He has a clear cut plan which he shrewdly outlined through his campaign mantra of Change!

This plan will lead to horrific results, which the American Marxists known as Progressives, have 
sought for the better part of the last four decades. 

i. U.S. $ Flows to the Middle East-Our Enemies

People often misunderstand America’s relationship with OPEC.  The United States primarily 
imports oil from Canada and Mexico, ahead of third place Saudi Arabia.  America’s true interest, 
however, lies in keeping OPEC countries from being able to manipulate oil prices via ramping up or 
slowing down production.

When the Obama administration prohibits American oil and gas companies from pursuing their 
goals it de facto props up OPEC power by blocking competition. The effects are felt worldwide:  
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terrorist networks, pro-Islamic propaganda, anti-Israel and anti-Christian lobbies are all funded 
by Petrodollars.  Even though American consumers do not spend all of their money at the pump 
financing Middle Eastern despots, terrorists and religious fanatics...

Obama ensures the status quo as we continue to throw them a nice chunk of change.

ii. U.S. Jobs Are Taken Overseas-Higher Unemployment

America currently charges the second highest corporate tax rates on the planet.  Even proudly 
socialist countries such as Sweden and China are fiscally friendlier towards big business.  Adding to 
this sickening equation is the looming specter of Obamacare... 

Businesses large and small live in fear of the day this by-decree abomination takes effect.  Luckily, 
it seems that even Obama’s own henchmen have realized the fiscal impossibility of his pet project 
and have begun to distance themselves from it.  Via corporate taxation alone, Obama is forcing 
American businesses to look elsewhere for employees.  

Why?  

Because businesses function on profits. Businesses seek environments conducive to higher profits.  
Whether it is homemade lemonade or complex microprocessors, businesses will relocate to 
environments most conducive to maximizing profits, which means lower tax and lower cost-of-
doing-business environments.

When Obama threatens American businesses with higher taxes and penalizes individuals for their 
success, those businesses and individuals take their money and the jobs they provide, elsewhere.  It 
is not too far to say that Obama secretly envies the Chinese model of business.  What he ignores is 
that every American company doing business in China and every American investing in China is 
doing so in reaction to his anti-business climate.

The fact is, American companies would love to keep American jobs at home. It would be cheaper 
and easier for them produce.  Business people like Harold Hamm are practically begging Obama to 
allow him to create more jobs and lower unemployment. But Obama is not listening.  He is far more 
comfortable forcing America companies overseas or out of business.  This way he can turn up the 
volume on his Marxist rhetoric and continue to force the poorest, most vulnerable Americans into 
greater dependency on government.

In a way, Obama’s strategy is similar to that of a drug lord.  

He uses scare tactics to drive out the hard working and success minded community members, while 
getting the weak addicted to his poison.  He then chastises anyone with self preservation instincts 
and self respect for escaping his clutches.
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iii. Higher Fuel Prices

Since the OPEC oil embargo of 1973, Americans have experienced an uneasy energy existence:  
Unable to utilize domestic resources and dependent upon those who openly denounce us but would 
have us beholden to their will.

And with regards to oil markets and fuel prices, Obama has sunk to new lows.  By refusing 
to address profligate spending by his administration, President Obama allowed a U.S. Credit 
Downgrade to occur under his watch; a blunder of epic proportions and far reaching effects.

This embarrassment is evidence of Obama’s incompetence.  Even with a super majority for more 
than a year-and-a-half, Obama did nothing.  Obama’s continued attempts to place blame at his 
political opponents have furthered the economic malaise.

In 2008, the price of oil peaked at over $145 per barrel.  Yet three years later, Americans are still 
paying high prices at local gas stations.  This is in spite of the fact that the global per barrel price 
has fallen to nearly $70.

Obama’s unwillingness to allow more drilling on domestic soil props up OPEC’s ability to influence 
oil prices.  His taxation of American oil and gas mean higher prices for Americans even when the 
global price of oil falls.

Obama cannot understand American’s obsession with large trucks.  

Obama reasons that bicycles and public transportation will save the environment and wean 
Americans off their foreign oil dependency.

Obama also cannot understand that the vast majority of the United States is not urban Chicago, New 
York City or Washington D.C.  

Obama does not care that millions of Americans cannot get to their jobs and in many cases, cannot 
perform them without powerful energy consuming vehicles.

Obama cannot understand why these people simply do not hop on a subway or carpool to work.   

Obama has no issue tacitly supporting the outsourcing of American jobs overseas.

Why would something trivial like OPEC’s stranglehold over world oil prices bother him?

iv. Higher Food Prices

The old expression “what does that have to do with the price of tea in China?” is the perfect 
description of modern global economics. The advent of the internet has caused a serpentine spread 
of information which travels at an instant. With information spanning the globe in micro seconds, 
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there is no more regional pricing.  

Every commodity on earth is affected by supply and demand shocks somewhere across the globe. 
For example in 2010, droughts and fires eradicated much of the Russian wheat crop, causing prices 
at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange to soar. Many Americans immediately saw loaves of bread 
skyrocket in price at their local supermarkets.

Since so much of the world depends on American wheat, the Russian crop loss creates an immediate 
demand spike and supply shortage.  A weak U.S. dollar fuels exports and American food producers 
are forced to look to foreign customers. Here we observe the flip side of the corporate taxation 
coin discussed earlier.  Since companies seek to maximize profits, a foreign customer willing to 
pay more than the local will be served first.  Since Obama’s policies weaken the dollar, foreign 
customers become that preferred buyers of American products across all industries.

If a government willingly and knowingly weakens its own currency, it consciously forces its 
citizenry into a competitive disadvantage on the global market.  As a result, American consumers 
are forced to pay more for American made products while American producers are forced to sell to 
foreigners.

Meanwhile, President Obama chastises corporate America for “greed”.  A “greed” which is 
nothing more than a by-product of his failed policies and should more accurately be described as 
a “grasp”…for survival.  President Obama’s misguided energy, taxation and trade policies also 
stimulate growth abroad at the expense of the America taxpayer.

Currently a fallacious economic theorem is gaining in popularity.  It states that rising incomes in 
impoverished countries is driving up food prices in the developed world.  This is a very specious 
argument often made by Leftists and Keynesians.  It is true, but only on its face.  A look beneath the 
surface shows that third world incomes are growing due to the flight of American capital away from 
rampant taxation and big government inefficiency.

Do not be fooled by rhetoric. China’s economic boom could not have happened without the fuse 
provided by American investors.  OPEC cannot control oil prices if American companies are 
allowed to compete for market share.  American wheat would not be sold across the globe during 
shortages if a strong Dollar kept the majority of it at home.

It is true that increased global competition is driving food prices higher.  It is far more accurate, 
however, to say that the anti-business policies of President Obama are forcing American companies 
to do business abroad which is in turn driving the growth in the developing world.

Energy remains as the final factor in the equation.  Food cannot transport itself.  Energy prices 
dictate shipping rates, transportation, processing and retail costs. Obama’s weak dollar policy may 
boost exports as he claims, but those exporters are then adversely affected by energy prices.  In fact, 
large oil importers like the United States face larger shipping expenses on exports.
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Energy prices which President Obama keeps artificially high by refusing to allow American energy 
firms to drill and explore are having a negative effect on every American business which exports 
goods.  Ultimately, the American consumer and the American businessman suffer while Obama and 
his Progressive Marxists prosper at our expense.

v. Lower economic activity –recession levels  

Media in a free society is supposed to be a guard dog.  Have you ever walked through a strange 
neighborhood and gotten startled by a guard dog?  Your heart leaps into your throat, the adrenaline 
rush kicks in the fight-or-flight instinct and finally, the relief of realizing that there is a chain linked 
fence between yourself and those sharp fangs washes it all away.

This is the sensation cycle that a government should go through every time they open up a 
newspaper or digital media information site.  Governmental dogma should constantly be brought 
into question by a free press, whose role in a free society is to ensure transparency through dialogue 
and the spread of information.  Sadly, this process no longer occurs in the United States as we 
effectively suffer under a state controlled information economy.  You can buy any shirt you want, as 
long as it is red.

For over three years we have been hearing about a recession which allegedly ended in the 
third quarter of 2010.  Most of us know that this simply is not the case.  We hear about pesky 
unemployment levels hovering around 9% and illusory growth.  When we look around us, however, 
there are many reasons to believe that the end of our financial problems are nowhere in sight.

Real unemployment is far closer to 20% putting us not-so-far below Great Depression levels.  More 
and more Americans are choosing to drop out of the job hunt every day and even more have given 
up hope of ever returning to their pre-crisis earning levels.  This depressing fact is what allows the 
official unemployment numbers to remain so low.  The media supports this lie though it is huge as a 
house.

As a result, Americans are fighting for their survival through the gracious, stoic and self 
empowering methods of fiscal conservatism; trimming their economic fat and tightening their belts.  
We are chopping up our credit cards, paying down debts, renting movies instead of visiting theaters 
and cooking at home instead of frequenting restaurants. We are decreasing our consumption in a 
disciplined effort to heal our economic body back to health.

President Obama is not happy about this turn of events as he wants the American public dependent 
on government, while the American public wants to be free and independent of tyranny...not only 
foreign, but domestic.

Obama’s embrace of Keynesian economics and printing press monetary policy are intended to force 
Americans to spend money they do not really posses.  Instead of following the lead of American 
citizens who are cutting back on expenditures, Obama is attempting to force the entitlement 
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mentality down their throats.  His aimless unemployment benefits and a student loan policy which 
effectively tells the youth of America to borrow money they never intend to fully pay back are just 
two glaring examples of how President Obama is attempting to grow and expand the financial crisis 
into a full-fledged economic system.

  vi. Incomes Drop

Economists often ignore social factors even though they are imbedded in every supply/demand 
curve, every econometric model, every pie chart, bar graph and scatter plot.  Motivation determines 
human behavior.  Like all creatures, humans can lose survival abilities when our organisms are not 
challenged.

Income drops exacerbated by factors such as job outsourcing, oppressive taxation and debt 
accumulation decrease motivation, which in turn, leads to a dependency on government or charity.  
This is why many Americans today simply choose not to work, reasoning that their unemployment 
benefits are more worthwhile than a low paying job.  A relatively small government check and a day 
spent on the couch watching television has a lower opportunity cost than working a slightly better 
paying, but time consuming job.

Many more Americans are in denial about the economic realities of a dwindling employment 
market.  They do not realize that an overabundant supply of labor and a lack of demand for 
that labor force is not something that can be fixed by printing presses, populism or political 
grandstanding.  President Obama’s policies which push down real income in favor of entitlement 
benefits serve as an explicit form of motivation for Americans; to do nothing.

Obama’s policies in fact, not only discourage work, they encourage sloth. When an organism is 
presented with fighting hard every day to survive it grows strong, adapts, evolves and advances. 
When an organism is held in captivity and provided the bare minimum required to survive, it does 
nothing.  Eventually, that organism weakens to the point of extinction.  President Obama’s goal is 
to weaken the American organism to the point where it cannot survive without his big government 
complex.

vii. Inhibits infrastructure spending

Though President Obama loves to wax poetic about an infrastructure bank he ignores the reality of 
his own assault on infrastructure.  Infrastructure spending is a function of tax revenue or in some 
cases, donations.  President Obama hampers both with his entitlement programs and retardation of 
America’s labor force.  

People who do not work cannot pay taxes.  Unpaid taxes lead to fiscal shortages which impede 
municipalities from making infrastructure improvements. Whether it be public schools, highways, 
sewage or healthcare, an unemployed populous with an increasingly devaluing currency cannot 
contribute to wholesale infrastructural improvements.  In fact, Obama’s entitlements exhibit a 
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strange form of rent seeking behavior from both ends of the economic spectrum.

First, Obama holds the unemployed and the low income hostage with welfare, unemployment 
and various forms of subsidies and entitlements, taking a level playing field and enacting punitive 
measures on those seeking a higher quality of life.

Second, Obama seeks to punitively tax higher earners, punishing them for their achievements.

This tactic has a two-fold negative effect:

1) It punishes success and creates a scenario in which a small percentage of the population finds 
itself paying for the majority who earn less, work less and aspire to achieve less.

2) It creates an even greater feeling of entitlement and a stronger physiological dependency on the 
part of the redistribution recipients.

It is not difficult to see why class warfare has become an American reality. It is very clear that one 
side is expected to foot the bill, with the other side becoming increasingly expectant and demanding 
of the arrangement. This creates a scenario wherein both sides are indentured servants of the 
other and there is no money left over for addressing the larger societal issues of infrastructure and 
wholesale improvements.

Everybody loses.  Nothing improves.  Infrastructure decays.

viii Tax revenues not collected

The recent Occupy Wall Street protests are a reminder of why excessive taxation lowers tax 
revenues. The protesters falsely refer to themselves as “the 99%”, implying that America is 
controlled by “the 1%”.

In actuality, the story is completely different. The top 1% of earners actually pay roughly 40% of 
America’s taxes.  In fact, the top 53% of earners pay all of America’s taxes. This means that in a 
country of 300,000,000 people there are a shade under 150,000,000 million people who do not pay 
taxes.  These numbers do not include illegal aliens and unregistered persons.

President Obama’s class warfare not only succeeds in pitting Americans against one another on the 
basis of earnings, his taxation methods actually manage to hamper government in maximizing tax 
revenue. 

By utilizing populism and Marxism to appeal to the 47% (a.k.a. “the 99%”) Obama in effect 
excuses them from all fiscal responsibility.  This includes their responsibility to work, pay taxes, 
take care of themselves, and so forth.

As in the case of job outsourcing, Obama gleefully ignores the fact that those earning higher wages 
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will also become less motivated to work, succeed and prosper if an increasing portion of their 
wealth is redistributed to those who threaten them and call them names on their way to work.

In time, those propping up the welfare state will too want to have a seat on the couch and partake in 
the bevy of entitlements Obama provides his sycophants.  At that point we may finally learn what 
happened when Atlas Shrugged...

ix. % of U.S. $ to OPEC vs. if US was energy independent

In 1980, the United States imported 1,921,000,000 barrels of oil from OPEC.  By 2010, that number 
had reached 3,344,000,000.  This increase of 43.6% does not adequately reflect the brevity of the 
situation. 

The declining value of the American dollar means that purchases made today cost the average 
American and our economy far more than they did thirty, twenty or ten years ago.  If we assume 
an unexpectedly low per barrel oil price of $50, at 3,344,000,000 barrels of oil per year that is 
$167,200,000,000 per year that Americans send into OPEC nation hands.

According to World Bank data, there are currently 157 countries on earth whose entire GDP is 
smaller than what the United States spends on keeping OPEC monarchs in opulence, every single 
year.  America’ current debt is $15 trillion dollars ($15,000,000,000,000).  This means that if the 
United States simply stopped sending money to OPEC, without any taxation whatsoever of the U.S. 
energy industry, a decade’s worth of time would shave more than 10% off the national debt.

The benefits of such a scenario are immeasurable, but a few stand out:

Americans would have more dollars in their pockets and those dollars would have greater value 
allowing for greater purchasing power, a greater savings rate and a greater overall quality of life.  
OPEC would no longer be able to heavily influence oil prices, decreasing instability in both global 
oil markets and the geopolitical arena.  This would in turn decrease U.S. military spending. 

The growth of the domestic energy industry would provide jobs, economic stability, financial 
mobility and increase geographic liquidity potential for all U.S. citizens and taxpayers.  The United 
States would then be able to afford the necessary expenditures required to build a brighter future.  
Such expenditures would range from infrastructure, to education, to healthcare and beyond.

Simply put, energy independence from OPEC would allow the United States to chop up all of its 
credit cards, repay all of its debts and buy everything in cash with plenty left over for a rainy day.

2.    The Big Brother Complex

a. Obama’s Surveillance Society
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i. Traffic Lights

Though presented as a method of protecting the citizenry, traffic light cameras are just another way 
for the government to get into your pockets. Traffic light cameras snap photos and record videos of 
red light runners to (supposedly) aid police forces nationwide in curbing reckless driving. The true 
goal, however, is revenue generation and funding of the bureaucracy.

Traffic light surveillance also has a socially detrimental effect in addition to being a nuisance, an 
invasion of privacy and a cynical method of taxation.  Red light cameras also tempt drives to hastily 
smash on their breaks or push down on their gas pedals to either stop short at or burn through a 
yellow light.  In harsh weather situations, accidents are only invited with this sort of impersonal 
supervision.

ii. Satellites

Cellular phone usage has become so prevalent that a combination of cellular phone tower and 
satellite analysis can accurately track the movements of any individual.Forensic analysis can 
literally follow you from home, to work to wherever you go throughout the day.  Cellular phones in 
fact, function as GPS trackers for security agencies, even when turned off.

This manner of investigation can be extremely useful in hounding down criminals, but can far 
more easily be used in the harassment of citizens and far worse; political opponents.  Do you really 
want your government knowing your every move?  Does that level of privacy invasion really make 
anyone more secure?

One must wonder about the true intent of a government which claims to serve its citizens, but keeps 
tabs on those citizens as if they were private property...

iii. Internet Regulations and Monitoring

You and a friend are discussing a sporting event in an internet chat room.  Your friend exclaims that 
he could simply murder the opposing team’s quarterback.  Next week he is arrested on suspicions 
of conspiracy to commit murder. Those who question the veracity of such a scenario are those who 
believe that certain things can never happen simply because we live in America. 

A less extreme, but far more realistic example would be surveillance and collection of personal data 
and “objectionable material”.  Perhaps you are labeled as a domestic terrorist for collecting EPA and 
DOE data?  Perhaps your looking at racy pictures is worthy of being declared a sexual deviant in 
public?  Perhaps debating the fallacy of Obama’s tax policies and professing pride in your right to 
bear arms will get you labeled an anarchist or a militia member?

An even less severe, but far more likely scenario (and one which occurs daily) is the subtle reminder 
that nothing we do online is safe and that we are constantly being watched.  Sometimes the best 
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threats are left unsaid.

iv.  Cell Phone Eaves Dropping

Under a totalitarian regime, no information is private.  A state which seeks to oppress property 
rights will seek to oppress entrepreneurship by oppressing liberty.  A state oppressing liberty, will 
seek to oppress communication. Who you talk to, what you talk to them about and why would you 
ever think to question authoritative direction.  These are some of the many questions Americans 
from Paul Revere to Ronald Reagan never believed they would have to answer.

These are some of the many questions President Obama’s White House would like to ask you if you 
dare oppose its fervent attacks on civil liberties.   What tactics and lengths they will stoop to in the 
future is anybody’s guess.

v. Business Regulation

We all work to live, but under President Obama’s view of business, we should all live to work for 
his vision of America. A country where entrepreneurship is slavery, eternally bound to the feudal 
lord.  He dreams of a form of filial piety for modern day America, with an Obama twist.  Instead of 
our elders, we would honor and respect our government by sweating, bleeding and tearing for the 
right to be taxed beyond the boundaries of profitability.

This regulation system would be a slow painful serpentine strangulation via punitive taxation and 
rapist regulation.  Our business environment would turn into one where those who provide jobs, 
benefits and opportunities are sheep awaiting slaughter at the hands of those for whom they provide.

Obama’s vision of business in America is death of capitalism and the entrenchment of crony 
capitalism dependant more on success of lobbying than innovation or manufacturing.

A neo-Marxist marketplace of one simple idea:  To the government go your spoils.

vi. Destroying the Coal Industry

Coal has consistently proven to be the most cost effective and dependable source of energy in the 
world.  It is stable, abundant and well insulated from market price volatility. Thus far in 2011, coal 
represents 43.3% of American power generation.  Coal has powered America since the onset of the 
Industrial Revolution, as modern American society would cease without it.  

In spite of these facts, it is difficult to watch your favorite program without hearing about the 
rainforests coal destroys and how bad, evil and poisonous coal is.  Earlier this year, President 
Obama’s Environmental Protection Agency revoked long-standing permits for a huge coal mine in 
West Virginia.  The state which has been powered by coal miners and their hard labor for decades 
will be in shambles if such policy continues.
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Obama has shown that he not only has no regard for coal miners, he has shown that he intends to 
incapacitate America’s most trusted, powerful and abundant power source. There is no doubt that 
President Obama’s energy policies are to the detriment of all Americans, unless windmills and solar 
panels are soon to become eligible voters.

vii. Obama Food Police

It began with cigarettes being banned from bars which only serve adults.  It moved on to mandatory 
calorie counters at fast food restaurants and bans on trans fats.  Pretty soon ordering bacon with 
your pulled pork sandwich will become a violent felony.  That is the Obama Food Police, telling 
Americans what to eat, when to eat it and how to prepare it.

Over the past year, American icons such as: Tony the Tiger, Girl Scout Cookies, M&M’s and 
Snickers have all been threatened.  President Obama claims that he wants to battle childhood 
obesity, but even many foods considered healthy, are on the Food Police crime blotter.  Hot 
breakfast cereals such as oatmeal, pretzels, popcorn, nuts, yogurt, wheat bread, bagels, diet drinks, 
fruit juice, tea, bottled water, milk and sherbet...all on the blotter.

President Obama’s food policies call for our wilfull ignorance 50,000 years of human dietary evolution.  
Thank goodness he has arrived to tell us what to feed our children.  How else could we hope for them to 
grow up healthy and strong?

3.  Obama’s Debt Trap

 a. Trillions of stimulus without jobs

Stimulus projects do not work.  In spite of this simple economic fact, President Obama whole 
heartedly prescribes to Keynesian economics.  

20th century economist, John Maynard Keynes argued that private sector decisions can often lead 
to economic inefficiency. He called for a strong and robust government to control monetary and 
fiscal policy via a central bank. Though Keynesian crypto socialist methods have been laughed out 
of many Ivory Towers of academia, they are still the religion of ideologues and demagogues like 
President Obama.

Here are the practical realities of Keynesian stimulus projects and why they do not work:

i. Stimulus Projects Misdirect Allocation of National Resources

Stimulus spending goes to short-term projects (fixing pot holes on roads, patching leaky roofs) 
and away from investments in sustainable economic projects.  Since the federal government is 
inefficient and inexperienced in the day-to-day realities of a market economy it will most often 
misallocate money, not knowing how to spend it best.
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ii. Stimulus Projects Do Not Increase Consumption

Injecting money into the economy, requires taking money out of the economy! This concept is as 
intuitive as “inhale...exhale”.  In order for the government to increase taxes, the national debt or the 
dollar bill printing press which causes inflation, the government must borrow from future earnings.  
This in turn forcibly spurs short term economic activity while invariably damaging long term 
wealth.

iii. Stimulus Projects Do Not Create Sustainable Jobs

Infrastructure project create jobs because they require workers.  You need construction workers to 
build a road, but once the road is built...the workers go away.  The contractor who used stimulus 
funds to hire the workers can no longer keep them on.  Though the worker is happy to have had 
a job for a bit, he or she is not secure in finding another job afterwards.  They remain in a state of 
job insecurity.  As a result, the worker will not spend.  This lack of spending across the board, will 
decrease consumption and the economy will be stagnant; failing to grow.

iv. Stimulus Packages Increase National Debt or Cause Rapid Inflation

Stimulus economics are simple.  In order to pay for a stimulus package, government must pass 
on costs to future generations.  We saw this during the Great Depression, when FDR’s New Deal 
doubled the national debt in a very short amount of time.  While short-term economic activity may 
occur, the weight of the acquired debt will hamper economic growth in the future.  On the other 
hand, if the government prints money to avoid debt, inflation will grow.  This too, will impede 
future economic growth.

v. Stimulus Packages Are Pork Laden and Tangled in Federal Bureau-

cracy

Rent seeking behaviors cause politicians to misallocate funds as a matter of self-interest.  Politicians 
seek re-election and constituents often only care about short-term economic policy. This deters 
politicians from making smart and beneficial long term decisions; stimulating corruption and 
patronage.

b. Banks Won’t Lend

With Obama’s Federal Reserve pumping Monopoly money into the banking system, the idea is to 
get banks lending again. This has not happened, nor will it.  The reasons are simple:

i. Banks Are Afraid to Lend

Obama’s fiscal policy has firmly emboldened irresponsible borrowers.  Banks are not sure who they 
can to lend to, so they only process the most qualified borrowers.  The vacuum created by Obama’s 
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fiscal policy puts bankers into a directly adversarial relationship with borrowers.  Bankers have no 
incentive to borrow money, quite the opposite.  Primarily because...

ii. Interest Rates Are at All-Time Lows

With rates low, there is a risk for banks of rates going up.  With rates at all-time lows, any rise in 
interest rates can quickly turn into a loss for the banks.  Meanwhile, bankers are able to strengthen 
their balance sheets with risk-free borrowing and can afford to be picky about who they lend to.  
This is just another textbook example of President Obama’s double standards.

President Obama points the finger at Wall Street and supports the Occupy Wall Street movement, 
but on the other end he supplies bankers with free money and takes more campaign contributions 
from Wall Street than any President in American history.  He happily plays both ends against the 
middle and the economy is the victim.

c. Huge Deficit Spending-Largest in U.S. History

In his first two years in the White House, President Barack Obama has grown the U.S. federal 
deficit by $ 5 billion...per day. When Obama took office the national debt stood at $10.626 trillion, 
within two years the number exploded to $14.071 trillion.

In comparison, Obama is growing the debt at an average of $1.116 trillion per year more than 
President Bush, who faced two recessions, a war and an terrorist attack on American soil.  There 
goes President Obama’s favorite tactic of blaming his predecessor.

d.   Massive expansion of hiring at federal level--$100k jobs

By the end of President Obama’s first year in office, the average federal civilian employee took 
home an average salary of $ 81,258.  In comparison, the average private sector employee took home 
$50,462.  The appalling reality is even better illustrated by total compensation numbers.

Under President Obama, the average federal civilian employee receives $123,049 per year in 
total compensation, while the average private sector employee receives $61,051 per year in total 
compensation. 

During the recession the number of federal employees earning over $150,000 per year, doubled.  
Obama has expanded his fiefdom by paying his policy processors better than the people who keep 
him and them in office.

e. Green Energy Corruption Instead of Infrastructure Jobs

Why doesn’t Obama listen to Harold Hamm or care about Seahawk Drilling?  The answer lies in 
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companies like Solyndra and Beacon.  Companies which shine the light on President Obama’s 
Green Energy corruption machine.

Solyndra is a solar panel company which received $535 million dollar government-backed loan.  
The money disappeared and the company went bankrupt.  Where did more than half-a-billion 
dollars go?  President Obama doesn’t know, or simply is not saying.

Subsequent to the scandal news broke that one of the top fund raisers for Obama has been...
The United States Department of Energy! Are we to think that growing federal salaries and DOE 
patronage, attacks on a strong and growing American energy industry are not connected?

The icing on the cake came a few days after the Solyndra scandal broke.  Obama’s national political 
finance committee met in Chicago at an event called “Technology for Obama”.

Those words would say it all, except within a mere two months of Solyndra another Obama 
subsidize green energy firm declares bankruptcy.  This time, it is Beacon Power Corp., a wind 
energy storage company.  Beacon only lost $43 million in tax payer dollars.

4.  What True Patriots Can Do About It?

a.  Know Your Rights

Absolute Rights are unalienable.  They are yours and yours alone.  Absolutely no man or governing 
body can take them from you.  Your absolute rights include your personal security, personal liberty, 
and right to property.

These rights existed before and stand above all man-made law.  They existed before any 
Constitution was written and before any government was ever formed.  There is no government and 
atop that government, no tyrant who may be so bold as to direct how you live your life and exercise 
your Absolute Rights.

There may be no King, no Comrade, nor Dictator who decides what you feed your children, how 
you dress, where you work and what you believe in.  Times are coming where our faith in both God 
and in our selves will be tested.  Prepare for these moments by knowing the rights given to you by 
divine providence are not open to questioning by any man or government.

b. Organize Local and State Rights Protection Groups

The truth is...we let it happen. We got complacent.  Life was good.  Freedom flourished and we 
allowed snakes into our homes. The time has come to drive them out.  The beauty of American 
Democracy is that no one, not even a Marxist demagogue can prevent it from functioning in its 
purest form.
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Remember that we live in The United States of America...not an America of United States.  We 
choose to be part of this union and we choose the levels to which Washington D.C. is present in 
our daily lives.  If we choose a border policy, an economic policy or an energy policy in our towns, 
counties and states...there is no force out there which can keep us from enacting it.

We must organize watchdog groups and inform the public of the Obama’s repeatedly heinous 
attacks on our Absolute Rights, such as: our faith in family, community, hard work, responsibility, 
national unity and in ourselves.

The media has failed us by rubber stamping covert American Socialism since Lyndon Baines 
Johnson’s Great Society wealth redistribution program was enacted.  For over four decades we have 
sat by idly and allowed our government to rule us, instead of exercising our Absolute Rights, and 
ruling our government.

It is no surprise we have been saddled with a tyrant, let him ride no more.

c.  Remain Armed to the Teeth

There is nothing more sacred or valuable than the Second Amendment to the United States 
Constitution. The right to bare arms is both privilege and duty.  We hold no greater responsibility  
as Americans, than the responsibility to arm ourselves and to remain armed against all enemies...
foreign and especially, domestic.

There is already a domestic army of patriots over 2.5 million strong.  We are those who work and 
sweat and bleed to keep this country strong; those who pray in churches and serve the needy in 
shelters.  We are those driving the faltering American economy with ingenuity and innovation; the 
guardians of the Constitution and most importantly...of our Absolute Rights.

Tyranny knows no diplomacy and looters know no negotiation tactics.  Reasoning with a jackal, a 
thief, a rapist and a murderer is akin to suicide.  Do not lie down in front of tyranny, by exercising 
your Second Amendment privilege and duty.

Arm yourself and teach your loved ones how to protect themselves. Think of your Absolute Rights 
in the firm grip of Charlton Heston and exclaim along with him:

“From My Cold...Dead...Hand.”
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